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          Product: PDFTronSDK

PDFTron.NetCore.Windows.x64(9.3.0)

We have scanio where we are trying to print a table that has an external 
 with wider width. It appears fine in html but we print it in the initial 4 to 5 pages blank and then start to print the content of the table. I have attached a screenshot of the table as well as HTML of the table. Please help us to solve this issue.

Thanks
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Convert PDF to HTML on Cross-Platform (Core) - About PDF to HTML - PDF to HTML for extracting semantic content
	What is external converter?
	Convert HTML to PDF on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Code samples for printing PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Print - public Print ()
	PDFDraw.IntBufferData - public int width
	Page - public static Page __Create (long impl, Object ref)

Forums:	How can i make a pdf form editable with all its form fields?
	There are blank pages when displaying PDF
	Html2pdf.convert not functioning in lambda
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          Hi Haider,

To investigate further could you please provide the following information.

	Input file(s)
	Generated output file(s)
	Code and settings used to generate (2) from (1)
	Screenshots showing the output, and clearly indicating what you expected to get instead, and also clearly indicating the application/browser being used to view.
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          Is there any solution found for above issue?
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